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Abstract
This paper proposes to add a constexpr operator() to the synopsis of integral_constant
in order to allow the template to serve as a source of compile-time function objects.
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Background

[Mad03], a revision of its predecessor [Mad02], was the earliest WG21 proposal to mention
integral_constant, a class template serving principally as a type wrapper for a compile time
constant value. WG21 ultimately accepted that template, with associated typedefs exactly
as proposed, for publication in TR1 [ISO07] and thence incorporated it into C++0X working
draft [Beck06].
Since then, the only changes to the template were introduced by [Mer09a], which broadly
applied constexpr throughout the standard library. In the case of integral_constant, that
paper not only emended the template’s static const data member to a static constexpr one,
but also injected a conversion operator:1
constexpr operator value_type() { return value; }
Approved by WG21 via the successor paper [Mer09b], these updates made their first C++0X
appearance in working draft [Beck09].
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Proposal

We propose a further increase in the template’s applicability and utility by injecting an operator()
member that returns the value of the template’s data member. The presence of this member
function will allow creation of function objects of integral_constant<> type. Moreover, we
propose to allow such use at compile time by declaring this new member as a constexpr function.
As a result, each of the many type traits that inherit from integral_constant (or from its
associated typedefs true_type and false_type) will also be usable in like manner implicitly:
1

Alas, the paper provided neither rationale nor discussion for this addition.
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· · · std::is_arithmetic<T>::value · · ·
· · · static_cast<bool>(std::is_arithmetic<T>{}) · · ·
· · · std::is_arithmetic<T>{}() · · ·

// per TR1 & C++11
// per C++11
// as proposed

Discussion

We view this proposal as completing the integral_constant adjustments begun in [Mer09a,
Mer09b]. Those amendments, as intended, made it possible for integral_constant’s users to
take advantage of C++11’s new constexpr features. However, only contexts that perform implicit
conversion (to bool, typically, as provided in [conv]/4) are able to make full and effective use of
the added capability. Outside such contexts, an explicit static_cast or equivalent is needed.
The standard library’s enable_if and conditional type traits exemplify contexts that do not
engender such implicit conversion. At the same time, these are commonly-used, rich sources of
oft-sophisticated type traits applications that could benefit from an even slightly improved syntax.
We prefer to encourage straightforward coding over such circumlocutions as casts and double
negations to achieve an equivalent purpose. Accordingly, we recommend the present proposal for
earnest consideration by WG21.
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Proposed wording

Above [meta.help]/1 in WG21 draft [DuT12], add the green text to the synopsis of integral_
constant as shown below. (Extra blank lines have been inserted for improved legibility; their
adoption is at the discretion of the Project Editor. We have also rephrased the nested typedefs
using C++11 type alias syntax; adoption of this style is also at the Editor’s discretion.)

template <class T, T v>
struct integral_constant {
static constexpr T value = v;
using value_type = T;
using type = integral_constant<T,v>;
constexpr operator value_type() { return value; }
constexpr value_type operator()() { return value; }
};
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